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ABSTRACT

Traditionally, satellite instruments that measure Earth-reflected solar radiation in the visible and near infrared wave-
length /egioum6xvebccucubbratedJnrmdiuocorewpnusn6oa|wn-mxpmetbod. b` the first step, the spectral response of
the instrument is determined using u nearly monochromatic light source, such unu lamp-illuminated omnochrum*nr.
Such oomzcy only provide u /ckxivo opcotm} oepnoxn (KgK) for the inmoomcm, since they do not act as calibrated
sources of light nor Jo they typically fill the bvld-vf-viov,o[the instrument. In the second step, the instrument vie*o o
calibrated source of broadband light, such as u&mp-ilkmiu*ed integrating sphere. lo the traditional method, the RSR
and the sphere spectral radiance are combined and, with the instrument's response, de/coaiuctbcobonlmc spectral radi-
ance ,empuuoivityof the instrument. More recently, an absolute calibration system using widely tunable monochromatic
laser systems has been developed, Using these sources, the absolute spectral responsivity (ASR) of an instrument can be
dotcuniood on u vvuvc|cugtb-hy-nmvc|eugtb hu yie. From tboxc monochromatic ASRm. the responses of the instrument
bands to broadband radiance onmoeo can be cu|ou}utrd directly, eliminating the need for calibrated broadband light
sources such as integrating spheres. Bmo we describe the |^ao,'buood calibration and the traditional broad-band source-
based calibration of the NPP VIIRS sensor, and compare the derived calibration coefficients for the instrument. Finally,
*e evaluate the impact of the new calibration approach on the on-orbit performance of the sensor.
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1'

The Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VURS)for the National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental
Satellite System (NP066S) PrepummryPrQjex(NYP) is u 22-band sensor with nine spectral bands in the visible and
near infrared, eight spectral bands in the ubort-nm,o and mid-wave io8aod, and four bands in the |on&+=u,e infrared'.
The wavelengths for the spectral bands extend from 4l2mocu 12.0134no(ro[2). NPYYl|DS and the successor V||DS
instruments are designed tu provide data continuity with the Moderate-resolution Imaging Snuuzv,udiommcrw(MODlS)
from the National Aeronautics and Space Administrations (NASA*s) Earth Observing System (EOS) 3 . N9PY){8Q
incorporates n mo6ntn^x| hardware heritage m ODlS ^ particularly for its calibration uuhoyutumu /y. which are
&&0Dl8 flight-proven designs. The on-orbit and prduuuob calibrations nfNPP Y|(R8 fbUovv those of the &&UDlS
instruments closely. For measurements on orbit, the principal data product ftom the sensor is reflectance, using the solar
difhxcr as the onboard calibration ,c/eu:ucc. For the laboratory calibration, the spectral ocnnonoeo for the visible and
near infrared bands are characterized during thermal -vacuum (TVAQ teSting2 Also, during TVAC testing \/UR8views
the integrating apbcrc (or spherical integrating xnuoo ^ Bl3) that was also used for the uu|ih,^iou nfM0D|0,  That
somre,/bcSi3lO0z .is the prelaunch calibration standard for Y1188. The 8|8lO0 radiances, combined with the \/llBB
acuoor 6mode' pre-TYAC ,ckoi pr ypuuuul rcypocmuo, provide calibrated band-averaged radiance roep000hhie y for the
,ixUb|c and near infrared bands. For the NPP V|lBS yxuoor` as with the K4ODl8 oeuoos before, the required calibration
uncertainty for radiance measurements io5 %vr less: for reflectance measurements dis211,1onrless.
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Laser Enclosure
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Clean Room

Figure i Measurement Setup for the SIRCUS measurements mBA ,rc. 'rhevURS sensor views calibrated monochromatic radiance
from the exit port o( the integrating sphere. Additional details are given iuthe text.

Over the past decade there has been the development ofu new radimnetric calibration capability at National Insti-
tute of Standards and Technology (NIST). This c abi6ty,/hehmiNyforSpectrallrradiancemndKadianocBesponsiv-
ityCa|ibmo6om0a|ngWudbou8omre y (g l8CU8)°,incorporatemwuv hengtb-touableksc/euou bdintoepheduo1inte-
grating sources plus detectors, traceable nn primary standards mNlST. na calibrated reference otuoducdu Tboo are two
principal advantages \ousing the laser-based source approach over the conventional lamp-illumitiated integrating sphere
approach. First, the sensor's entrance pupil can be uniformly filled using the laser-based sources. With the conventional
approach, the radiant flux from the looq`-omnoohrnmuto, system used to determine the sensor's K9K typically uodor-
fiUothoiomunmeut'o field-of-view due tomiQooJ'to-ovioelimitations. Second, the radiance nfthe 3)8 at each -wavelength
is known with very low uncertainties, 20 % or less of the uncertainty in the broad-band SIS radiance. These advantages
offer the possibility of calibrating eotcDbc ycuoorx with lower uoocrtm,uy than is possible using historical calibration
approaches.

To evaluate the potential of the new calibration approach for satellite sensors, the N py Project management group at
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (OSFC) and the Integrated Program 0ffioo (lY0) at the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) funded a special test of NPP VIIRS using a portable version of S[KCOSatthe
facilityof the NPP spacecraft manufacturer (Ball Aerospace and Technologies Corporation, BATC) in early 2010, This
test was performed immediately after the integration ufthe completed flight instrument onto the spacecraft platform. In
the following sections, we describe the instrument band responsivities frorn the TVAC testing at the instrument manu-
facturer's facility and from the special test at the spacecraft man it fact urer's facility, The comparison vf these two sets of
band responsivities also requires a discussion of the OLIt-Of-band components uf the Y/}R8 spectral responses and their
effects on the dependence of the outputs of the bands to the spectral shapes of the radiances viewed.
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Figure 3. Absolute Spectral Responses for detector 8 of NPP VIIRS band M2 (444 nin). The symbols show the individual measure-
ments.

a) Band M2 ASRs near the central peak.	 b) Band M2 ASRs f
or 

the full set of measurements.

2. TRAVELING SIRCQ8ATBALL AEROSPACE

The SIRCUS facility at NIST has been described in detail previously (Brown et al.,2006); a similar configuration wa s

used dur ing YURS ncoaor testing at R&TC ` Fig, |. The SIRCUS ommp provided umunc6znnzatic radiance from u
762 cm diameter integrating sphere equipped with u25.4 cm diameter aperture. The integrating mp6un was aligned to
the VIIRS sensor nadir (Earth-view) port in the BATC clean room. It was illuminated by high-power tunable lasers kept
6u the high bay area outside the clean room. Radiant flux from the laser sources was coupled to the SIS using steel-jack-
eted 200 [tm core diameter silica-silica optical fiber. A6eumupliuoiu the optical path sent n small portion of the laser
radiation into nwuvemeter that measured the wavelength of the radiation. An electronic shutter iu the optical path could
be remotely controlled. allowing ambient signal levels to be routinely acquired. During testing, the xUK3 telescope was
fixed to view the output from the S|0. and V|lK8 continuously acquired dam. The shutter was closed while the wave-
length was changed, providing a beginning and end of wavelength dark signal in the VIIRS data. These amb ient sig-
nals, combined with timestamps in the data sets were critical for properly merging S)KCOS and VOKS data sets,
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Figure 4. Absolute Spectral Responses for detector 8 ofNPP VIIRS band M3 (486 urn). The s}i-nbols show the individual measure-

ments.

a) Band M3 ASRs near the central peak. 	 b) Band M3 ASRs for the full set of measurements.
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Figure 5. Absolute Spectral Responses for detector 8 ofNPP VIIRS band M4 (551 nm), The symbols show the individual measure-

ments.

a) Band M4 ASRs near the central peak.	 b) Band M4 ASRs for the full set of measurements.

Two radiance meters calibrated at the NISI SIRCUS facility were used at BATC to provide a calibration of two silicon

photodiodes mounted on the sphere wall. The calibration related the monitor signal to the sphere radiance. The sphere-

mounted photodiodes were calibrated pre- and post-VIIRS measurements in the BATC high bay outside the clean room,

During VIIRS measurements of the sphere, the radiance was determined solely by the monitor detectors. The

uncertainty for the SIRCUS radiances at BATC is estimated to be 0.5 %.

During a measurement sequence, the SIRCUS computer recorded time, wavelength, and the signals from the two

sphere mounted photodiodes. Concurrently, time and the digital numbers (DNs) from the satellite instrument were

recorded by the instrument's ground Support equipment. The DNs from the dark periods were subtracted to provide the

net DNs for 
e
ach radiance level from the sphere. The result at each laser wavelength was the net DNs for each VIIRS

band and detector divided by the monochromatic radiance from the sphere, giving an Absolute Spectral Response

(ASR).
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Figure 6. Absolute Spectral Responses for detector 8 of NPP VIIRS band M5 (672 nm). The symbols show the individual measure-
ments.

a) Band MS ASRs near the central peak. 	 b) Band MS ASRs for the full set of measurements.
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Figure 7. Absolute Spectral Responses for detector 8 of NPP VIIRS band M6 (746 nm). The symbols show the individual measure-
ments.

a) Band M6 ASRs near the central peak. 	 b) Band M6 ASRs for the full set of measurements.

2.1. SIRCUS-based Absolute Spectral Responses.
The ASRs for VIIRS band Ml, detector 8, are shown in Fig. 2. Detector 8 is located at the center of the set of 16

detectors aligned on the focal plane in the direction of flight of VIIRS. The symbols in the figure show the calibration
coefficients derived from individual measurements. Fig. 2a shows the spectral responses near the central peak for band
MI. The panel has a linear ordinate. The full set of ASRs for band MI are shown in Fig. 2b with a logarithmic ordinate.
Negative responses and duplicate measurements, that is, multiple measurements at a given wavelength, have been
removed from the data set. The ASRs for band M2 in panels a and b of Fig. 3 follow the same format as those for band
MI in Fig. 2, In a similar manner, the ASRs for bands M3 through M7 are shown in Figs. 4 through S.

3. SIRCUS-BASED RESPONSIVITIES, BANDWIDTHS, AND CENTER WAVELENGTHS

For NPP VIIRS, the instrument output is in digital numbers (DN). For each measurement, the radiance from the
SIRCUS sphere, in W m -2 sr -1 , and the VIIRS DNs are combined to give an absolute spectral response (ASR), in
DN (W m -2 sr i ) 1 , at the wavelength measured by the wavemeter (in nm). The units for the monochromatic ASR can
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also be written asD^W-/ M2 sr. The osponsivity for the band is the integration of the monochromatic ASRs in the
measurement set. For band MI. for example, diothe area under the curve ioFig. 2b. The integration can bcdone as 
trapezoidal nvo`mmioo

^~~Am,
Band Respvn,/vi(' 	 [^(n\—^(n—Ul .	 (|)

.''	 ^

where ASK(n). the ordinate, ixthe monochromatic ASR for measurement n. and l(n),the abscissa, is the wavelength for
thmmcosu,cmou. Note that the wavelength interval in Eq. l is not constant, un the data were not acquired with acou-
xomt wavelength spacing. The units for the band ,eapousi,dy mvDN W' / o2 erun\ where the in the units derives
from the sum of the Ak terms in the abscissa portions of the individual trapezoids. The band ncopoo yivi/yia often called
the gain for the band.

It is also pnoadh|c to interpolate the mnovxbmmuic /\SRv to u set of constant wavelength intervals. This u||nvvm an
integration using the sums of histograms

x~ww
Band Rmpom/v/tv Y AJB(.^)AA ^ 	 (2)

^~^m
where Aiio the wavelength spacing between interpolated ASVs. The summation covers the wavelength range ofthe
measured ASRs, 390 urn to 1000nm. Using n spacing o[0.lmnia convenient for spectral Acompmison
between the band mopoowivbicxdodvcd using xouprzoidu| summation and uhimogrnm summation shows agreement
between the two approaches to2 parts ioone hundred thousand.

The interpolation technique used for Eq. 2 al|nvvx the culcn|utionofmdddi*oo| data products, in particular. the center
wavelength and the bandwidth for the responsivity. 'I'hese are determined through the technique of band-averaging. The
band-averaged center wavelength, k«, iw given byEq. 3.

x

Y, AASR(A)AA

When the denominator v/Eq. 3 is nornialized to a maximum of unity through division by the maximum ASR, the sum-
mation in the denominator of Eq. 3 becomes the bandwidth, bw,

A =10(1(`	 SR	 |	 ^
6w=	 AA=------- Y ASR(^)&^ , 	 (4)



Table 1. Center wavelengths, bandwidths, maximum absolute spectral responses and bandosponsivitics for NPPvIIRSbands Nil
through M7. Only detector o for each band in used in this study. T he center wavelength is calculated over the central peak v/
each band m the i% response |bnit, and the maximum ASR is taken from each response spectrum by inspection. The trape zoi-
dal hmud,,xpmooivibu, are calculated using Eq. 1, and the biomyrmnnuspouvivibco are calculated using 8n, 2. The two sets of
n:apvouivki=uoremat the 0.O02%level.
VITRS Band Center Bandwidth Max ASR Trapezoidal Histogram

Ml 410.6 19.889 1033.584 20.5565 20.5566

M2

M3

443.6

486.4

14.296

19201

1586.286

1347.509

22.6764

25.8731

22.6768

25.8734

M4 550.8 20.763 1698.208 35,2593 35.2593

M5 671.6 19975 2674.079 ^465 3.4 i _153.4138

M6 745.6 14.550 5719.537 83,2177

M7 862.1 39.178 2809.293 110.0638 110.0628

,where bw has units of the spacing between interpolated measurements. In this case the spacing iuO.lnm,w the sum-
med results from Eq. 4must be divided by ten to the hwvalues in Table |. The division inEq,4also converts the
ASRoutindividual wavelengths m relative spectral nnpoosea(R8As). |n addition, Eq. 4 shows the relationship between
the band ,cnponoivhy` the maximum ASR, and the bandwidth

^
800dRmi)o/m/,/(y Y AJDA)AA=hivASD a^x .	 (5)

where the band rexponoivbyis the product of the maximum ASR and the bandwidth.

AIote on units: the radiance units for the band responsivities in Eq. I and Eq. 2 are W m
-, 

sr-1 nm_'. For NPP\1|kS,
the radiance units are given bo terms of4m -/ instead ofom+ This requires a conversion factor uf|xl0 a toconvert the
band o^pou,ivkiey from DMW-/ nu2 ormn|oDN8/ / mzmr4m.ltis the latte r units that are used io the presenta tion of
the results below.

The center wavelengths, bandwidths. moximum/\SD y . and band /copnooivdicm for N y9 Yil88huudo Ml through M7
are listed in Table l. Only detector 8 for each band is used in this study, although movaornmcmx of all 16 dco:umm for
each band were o`mdc at B&TC. The center wavelength in cv\oo|atcd using Gq.3; the bandwidth is calculated using
Eq. 4; and the maximum ASR is tubco from each response spectrum by inspection. The band rcwponoivdicm for Nyy
V[|R0hnodo M8| through h47 are also listed in Tuh|c |. The band rexp000iv6ien derived from trapezoids are calculated
using Eq. 1, and the hoodrcmpnux6/biee derived from bimngrunm are calculated using Eq. 2. The uodo for the spectral
radiances iuIu6lel are those used for on-orbit measurements byV{1RB.

4.	 RELATIVE SPECTRAL RESPONSE

For the laboratory calibration by the instrument manufacturer, the spectral responses for the q1RS visible and near
infrared bands were characterized during TVAC testing. For t hese bands, u )ump-illuminateddouh|c monochmxnutor,
the Spectral Measurement Assembly (8pMAJ. was used m u oouro,ufucurk,oxmvobmomdc light, with ubuodpuwo of
2om. The Bp^^&n^ also used in the spectral characterization u[ the bands for both MOD|0 instruments. For meas-
urements of the quasi -monochromatic flux from the SpMA by VIIRS, there is a set of transition optics to focus the out-
put of the SpMA onto the instrument's detectors. The SpMA uses an incandescent lamp for the visible and near infrared
measurements. The lamp has a peak output near 1000 turt with significantly less flux at lower wavelengths. This causes
o spectrally dependent shape io the Output from the 5pM/\'um000«6rommor. To correct for this effect, umfeunoc
detector with known quantum efficiency also ,iuxm the flux from the SpM/\. This is done before and uftotbu YU88
spectral response measurements. The reference detector does not share the transition optics used in the measurements by
YUK8, so the detector monitors the relative output ofthe SpMA with wavelength but not ohoo}ucu value nf that om-
put. The SpMA-based spectral responses for each VIIRS band, after correction for the spectral shape of the flux from
the source, is normalized to the peak value for that 	 response to give u relative spectral response (D3K). The
|ump-monooh,ommn, system does not fill d`ofieN-o^v^wof the YUk8 sensor and io incapable of 	 uh*o1uoe
spectral responses.
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naum v. a/xcuy4uecduud opm»-busean,|mivv spectral uopmy:s for detector v[w9P bands Kv| through N4. The 8yMa-
hnvcdmomvmmovu were taken u/2 om iv/cmv|x. For the S|KCU8-based re,pvuom. the ASao have been nvnnuhzcd to u
maximum ufunity. The panels show the responses near the central peaks,

	

* Band nx|asxy.	 h) Band wzRSKu.

	

o) Band m}8gno.	 d) Band M4KSKm.

The NPP VIIRS RSRs are shown in Figs. 9 and 0. They are for detector 0of each band, the same
detector selected for the presentation of the D|RCO8-hased&SRo. The &mp-mouocb/omoor-honedKSKoio Figs. 9and
10 are given the designation ^SpMA-based*'iuthe legends for the panels. lbe 81KC0S4mucd K3Ks in the figures are
d`o&8Rs frnm Figs. 2-8 normalized m their maximum values.

For band MI, there is an obvious difference in the spectral responses on the short wavelength side of the central peak,
This is at the extreme wavelength range for the SpMA measure ments, where the flux from the incandescent lamp illumi-
nating/bodnuh|uomoucbzonoatoriu|cvst. |tim noteworthy that mm,r than one ofthe SpM& incandescent lamps failed
during the spectral mouau,omeoto by the instrument manufacturer. The lamp failures are indications ofbuoio problems
with the buupm. possibly caused by age. In some cnocn, there were no mcouoomeuto by the SpMA'x n:/t ,eocc detector
he0pn: the failure of the lamp. Cnoaequcu/|y, there is the distinct possibility o[o drift in the SpM/\ |amy used for the
measurement ofY1lK8 band &{) during the measurement process. Such u drift between the dme that the Sp\{/\was
,icncd by the reference detector and the time it was viewed byV||K8 could explain the differences observed in Fig. 8o
for band N4|^
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Figure 10. SIRCUS-based and SpMA-based relative spectral responses for detector 8 of NPP bands M5 through M7. The SpMA-
based measurements were taken at 2 nm intervals. For the SIRCUS-based responses. the ASRs have been normalized to a
maximum of unity. The panels show the responses near the central peaks.

e) Band M5 RSRs.	 f) Band M6 RSRs.
g) Band M7 RSRs.

Table 2. Bandwidths using SIRCUS and the SpMA. The SIRCUS-based values come from the ASRs for each band divided by the
maximum ASR. The SpMA-based values, also divided by the value for the peak, come from measurements during TVAC test-
ing. The bandwidths are calculated using E . 4. The differences are the S MA-based bandwidths from SIRCUS.

VIIRS Band SIRCUS-based
Bandwidth

(nm)

SpMA-based
Bandwidth

(mn)

Difference
(°i^)

Ml 19.889 19.166_  -3 .6
M2 14.296 14.255 -03
M3 19,201 ^^-19.194 0.0
M4 20.763 20.709 -0.3
M5 1 9.975 20,186 I	 .	 I
M6  14.550 14.709 1.1
M "r 3 9. 1 78----T 38.901 -0.7
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The bandwidths for the RSRs, calculated over their total responses using Eq. 4, are listed in Table 2. In general, the
bandwidths agree at the l% level, except for band MI, where there isusignificant disagreement on the short wave-
length side of the central peak. The effects of the KSR differences have yet mbe studied.

5.	 SOURCE-BASED RE0PONSWITY

For NPP VIiRS ` the manufacturer used an integrating sphere, the 5lS|00, asusource of known spectral radiance for
the absolute calibration of the visible and near infrared bands during TVACtesting. When combined with the 8pMA-
based RSRs, the sphere radiances are used m calculate band-average spectral radiances for each nf the bands,

Lxau "o =	' 	 (h)

°bcrc Lo(^.) in the sphere radiance at v,uvc|ouQt6, k, with nui/u of  m-2 sr-1 pm'/. and &(,) is the relative spectral
response. dimensionless. lhebuud'nvomgcd spectral radiance, Lnwo^,o. has the same units an the sphere spectral /mdi'
uouo. ltia the calculated absolute radiance over the entire band, since the values ofLs(^_)/n the equation are the known
radiances from the sphere o/ each wavelength. These band-averaged spectral radiances are combined with the DNS from
the instrument when measuring the sphere to provide band responsivities with units of DN (W m -2 sr- ' pn-f') - '. The
uncertainty requirement for these mxponmiridmo from the ?VAC calibration is 5 Y6 or |cao. This is the requirement for
the &4ODlS instruments uvwell. We have no knowledge of the actual uncertainty estimate for the broadband radiances
in Eq. 6, SO We use the requirement from the instrument specifications in its place.

TboTVAC-huood ru ypnooivi`ioa have been calculated hythe N yP |uo«o,nrm Cbmuctcdzmiou Support Toom(NICST)
NASA's G8FC fbrrb^^ instrument temperature plateaus during TY&C testing . .  Tbc rcmponxivitiex, called gains by

N)C8T, vary by }eum than l % for the three plateaus. Voo: we use the gains for the hot plateau in T\/AC, which most
closely duplicates the conditions for the S\KCUS test at BATC. Those gains (n*p000ivitiem)are listed ioTohle 3, They
have been calculated oil u per-band basis. They are not given for each detector in the band  They are designated
'lN(CST^tv reference the source of their calculation.



Table 3. Band responsimies front the TVAC testing v/wPPmIIRS. These values were provided byxICST ( ,see text details).
They are compared with the 8|VCU9-ho,cd band ospv,i"ibus in Table 3 from the special test ateAzc.The diOerenu,ouo
NICST from SIRCUS, The center wavelengths come from Table 1.

Wavelength Responsivity Responsivity M)

M2 443.6 23.9 22.6768 5.4
M3 486.4 27.5 25,8734 63
M4 550.8 37J 35.2593 5.2
NIS 671.6 51.0 53.4138 -4.5
M6 745.6 84.0 83.2178 0.9
M7 862.1 109. 1110.0628

The differences in the table are greatest at4ll tun and generally decrease with increasing wavelength into the near
infrared ai746 run and 8h2ran. Wn believe the largest difference, for the 4/) mo band, oomco from the relatively large
out-of-band oxpouoo for the band (see Fig. 2W combined with the shape oftile sphere spectrum used for the calibration
in T\/6C. Compared to the amount at 411 nm, the sphere radiance is a factor of  greater at 560 um^ a bu1vr of lO
greater ut73O rim, and almost u factor otl4 greater ml000um. The effect of source spectral shape, combined with out-
of-band response is dramatic for the calibration of NPP VIIRS. bio also significant for the source spectra that will bc
measured uuorbit.

6' EFFECTS OF SOURCE SPECTRAL SHAPE

The individual SIRCUS ASRs have units of DN per unit radiance at each wavelength.When interpolated u`uniform
wavelength intervals and integrated (see Eq. 2). the osponsivity becomes an unweighted sum over the wavelength range
of the AS8s. In mbrx words, each point has an identical weighting of unity. This is equivalent to the ocrpoomo to a
source with a constant radiance of unity over all wavelengths. The calculations presented here use band-averaging, plus
the ASR of the band, plus a normalized source radiance spectrum to calculate a weighting factor for each source spectral
shape. To incorporate the S]RCDS-basedzc;pnnoividow into this methodology, we use the concept nfospectrally flat
source with u value ofunity. This said, alternate methodologies may exist that do not require the concept vfuspectrally
flat source.

For m"nwcoe000to of sources that are not spectrally Du| ' there must be some knowledge of the xpucun| shape of the
source that is mnummcd. ForNPY Yl|R8, the manufacturer used an integrating nphc/c. the 8|S100, for its ooii6nyinu.
The actual spectral radiance for the VIIRS calibration has not been reported. Indeed, to cover the seven visible and near
infrared bands, it probable that more than one sphere radiance spectrum was used tuprovide several sphere brightness
|erc|s for the calibration. As o proxy for these spectra, we use upubliabud radiance opcounm from the 8|S l00 when it
was validated nxio& transfer radiometers in the puo/ , . That upborc ` the 81@100. was used for the calibration of the
040DIB instruments oo NASA's Terra and Aqua platforms. Although the radiance spectrum we use is from the sphere
used tocalibrate NP9Y/}K8.itiuu spectrum from the past. Still., we feel it has u spectral shape that ia close w those for
the NP9 YUR8 moxomemome in TYAC. & pmuinu of its calibrated radiance spectrum', covering "ruve|eogdm from
300omm 1000 nzn, is shown in Pig. 1|u. It is the 8|S108 radiance with ten 200 W, nine 45 u/, and hour 8 YV lamps
illuminated, SIS[|O. y A], The greatest relative u6uuge in sphere radiance with wavelength occurs in the blue portion o(
the spectrum. The SlS[|0.9,4] spectrum, normalized for VU88 band &8l,is shown ioFig. |\b.

Our initial normalization ucu6uiuoo used the 000ucr xuvn\cogtbe for the YDR0 bands as the noonaUzu1iuo reference.
These wavelengths, listed in Table \. mrbm` -averagedo,nrthe in-band responses of the bands. The /oc6oiguc nor-
malizes each reference spectrum to unity at 	 wavelength. However, this uorum|izmdmu technique fails for /adiuuoo
spectra with within the in-band wavelength region (see Section 7). Here vvc use uualternate approach by cal-
culating |hobuod'avcrogeJ spectral mdix000a for the reference spectra over the in-band responses of the bands. In the
rmzcmxop«oucb ^ Eq. 6 is used, except that summation limits are the l % response points for the band, that is, the wave-
lengths where the response nf the band io | 0/6of the peak response o,greater. The band-averaged spectral radiance from
the calculation is used as the reference, Lxer, in place ofthe radiance at the center wavelength from the original tech-
nique. For band M| and the sphere radiance spectrum inFig. i|a, I.xs,is4l.9A/m' z or' / pm' / o,4ll.5nut. The nor-
malized mdiouoe, L*01)(dimenu ion lesu). iw calculated os



Table 4. Band-average weighting factors for the vIIRS bands. ThoSIRCUS-based ASRs and two weighting functions are used for
the calculations. The functions are a spectrally flat source of unity radiance and a source with the shape of an integrating sphere

Flat Shape

(dimensionless)

SIS[ 1 0,9,4] Shape

(dimensionless)
M)

MI I M000 1 .21 62 1 26.2

M2 1.0000 L0310 3.1

M3 LOOOO 1.0318 3.2

M5 1.0000 0.9963 -0.4

1.0000 0.9992

Table 5. Band responsivitieafor the V[IRS bands. Thensponsivities are calculated using the numerator ^rEq. 8 and the weighting
function s in Table 3. The differences vf the 8J8'voightedm,p.moivities from the spectrally-flat ospo sivitieu"midmticalm
those in Table l

MI

Flat Shape

20.5566

SI S[ 1 0,9,4] Shape

25.9442 26.2

M2 22.6768 23.3793 3.1

M3 25.8734 26.6973 3.2

M4 35.2593 35.5526 0.8

M5 53,4138 53.2169 -0.4

M6 83.2178 83.0404 -0.2

110.0628 109.9799 0'1

L (A)

	

lx(^)=^^^ 	 [D
 ' l^^

This b used m calculate oweighting factor that is band-averaged over the total response o[the VI1RS band,

F'RND =	^ 	 ^)

where Fowo is the band-averaged weighting factor (dimensionless). For u constant radiance spectrum of unity, Fewo is
unity as well. The numerator of Eq. 8 duplicates the calculation of the band responsivity in Eq. 21 , plus the addition of
the weighting factor.

The weighting factors from these calculations are listed in Table 4. For band 11l and the Sl3[l0.Y,4] spectral shape,
FBND is about 26 11/o greater than unity. 'This comes from the relatively large out-of-band response on the red side of the
huod center (see Fig. 26). combined with the shape ofthe momrc. *tich peaks near 1000omutu level more than an
order ofmagnitude greater than u141lum.

The influence of LNO,) in Eq. 8 is found only in the weighting of the ASIR in the numerator. Figure |2u shows the
ASK spectrum for band x^| interpolated ,oO.\ nm intervals. Figure 1213ohons the two radiance spectra used toprovide
normalized weighting factors for the band. Fi&n/r 13o shows the product of the &8K in Fig. 12u and the ovnmuUzcd
mdiuurn y in Fig. 12b. Figure 12d u6nxs summations of the weighted /\8Qs in Fig. 12o moving from 390 um to
1000 mu. 4u the far right ofFig. |2d. these summations give the band nxponmivdicx for the two spectral shapes. The
nearly vertical line near 410 urn in Fig. 12d shows the contribution of the central ASR peak in Fig. 12c. From 420mmtv
1000 nm. the summation for the spectrally U/x source 6oc,cuoom only slightly. For the 5l8[10,9.4] source .. dbopu are sig-
nificant com6bodvum to the wumm,uinum at wavelengths greater than 600 nm. For /kemc xmvoiongthm, the out-of-band
contributions for the two weighted &S8o in Fig. 12u are noticeably The cause of the differences from the two
weighted radiances lies away from the central peak of the ASR u4|l om.
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Figure 12. Effects of source spectral shape on VIIRS band M1. These effects are calculated using Eq. 8.
a) ASR spectrum from Fig. I b interpolated to 0.1 nm intervals.
b) Two normalized radiance spectra, one for a spectrally flat source and one for the SIS100 with ten 200 W, nine 45 W, and four

8 W lamps illuminated, SIS[10,9,4].
c) The products, on a wavelength-by-wavelength basis, of the spectra in Figs. 12a and 12b.
d) The summations of the spectra in Fig. I2c. The sums at 1000 nm give the band responsivities for the two spectra.

Table 5 lists the weighted band responsivities calculated with the numerator of Eq. 8 for VIIRS bands M1 through M7.
The percent differences between the two normalized radiances are the same as those in Table 4. The difference in the
band responsivities for band M1 indicates that the band will produce significantly more DNs for a sphere weighted
source than for a spectrally flat source when both sources have the same radiance near 411 am.

For the SIRCUS-based measurements. the band responses are the same as those for a spectrally flat source. They have
Fnyn's of unity. For other source spectral shape it is possible to multiply the responsivity from SIRCUS by the Fati n for
that spectral shape to calculate the SIRCUS-based responsivity for that spectral shape. This has been done in Table 6,
where the SIRCUS-based responsivity from Table 1 has been multiplied by the F BND for the SIS[10,9,4] source to give
the SIRCUS-based responsivity for the SIS[10,9,4].

The NICST band responsivities are also listed in Table 6, where they are compared with the SIRCUS responsivities
after weighting for the FBNJ) for the SIS[10,9,4] source spectral shape. For band M1 there is a dramatic reduction in the
difference. For bands M2, M3, and M4, there are also significant decreases. Here, the two sets of responsivities agree at
the 5 `lo level. This is the uncertainty goal for the radiance calibration of NPP VIIRS. It should be noted that the
SIS[10,9,4] spectral shape is not identical to those used for the TVAC testing of NPP VIIRS. Although it is from the



Table 6. Band responsivities from the TVAC testing of NPP VIIRS, provided by NICST. These responsivities are the same as in
Table 4. They are compared with the SIRCUS-based responsivities from Table 3 weighted by the Fn.No values for a source with
the spectral shape of the SIS 10,9,4 integrating s phere in Table 6.

VIIRS Band Center
Wavelength

(rim)

NICST
Responsivity

(DN W-1 M2 sr tm)

Responsivity
SIS[10,9,4] Shape

(DN W- ' m' sr m

Difference
(°i4)

M 1 410.6 27.3 25.9442 5.2
M2 443.6 23.9 23.3793 2.2
M3 486.4 27.5

_
26.6973 3.0

M4 550.8 37.1 35.5526 4.4
M5 671.6 51.0 53.2169 -4.2
M6 745.6 84.0 1	 83.0404 1.2_
M7 862.1 109. 1	 109.9799 -0.9

same sphere that calibrated NPP VIIRS in TVAC, it is only a proxy for them. As such, the corrections shown here are
only approximations of those with the actuall sphere spectral shapes for the NPP VIIRS calibration.

The source spectral shape correction scheme presented here can also be applied to the NICST band responsivities
using the SpMA-based relative spectral responses in Figs. 9 and 10. The methodology is the same; however, there are
differences between the SpMA-based and SIRCUS-based spectral responses. The effects of those differences have yet
to be studied.

7. ON-ORBIT RADIANCE SPECTRA

A source with the spectral shape of the radiance from a lamp-illuminated integrating sphere does not accurately repre-
sent radiance spectra viewed on orbit, nor does the source inherent in SIRCUS-based calibrations. Consequently, the
laboratory-based calibration coefficients based on the laboratory shapes, including the out-of-band effects inherent in
those shapes, may have limited applicability on orbit. The band-averaged weighting factors from Section 6 provide a
means of reducing errors based on source spectral shape in on-orbit measurements. These factors require knowledge of
the spectral shapes found on orbit. Figure 13 shows four nominal top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA) radiance spectra. Fig-
ure 13a shows the radiance spectrum from a diffuse reflecting panel illuminated by the Sun. For Fig. 13a, the diffuser
has an albedo of 0.1, and the solar irradiance comes from the measurements of Thuillier et a1. 9 For the VIIRS bands in
the visible and near infrared, the fundamental on-orbit measurement is reflectance, which is the ratio of the upwelling
Earth radiance to the radiance from the solar diffuser. The spectrum from the VIIRS solar diffuser is integral to each
measurement by the VIIRS visible and near infrared bands. Figures 13b, 13c, and 13d give nominal TOA radiance
spectra for oceans, grasslands, and deserts, respectively. These panels show the spectra with and without the effects of
atmospheric trace gas absorption s . The VIIRS bands are set into atmospheric transmittance windows, that is, wavelength
regions where atmospheric trace gas absorbances are minimal. For the calculations of source spectral effects in this sec-
tion, the spectra without trace gas absorption are used.

In Section 6, concerns were raised about the normalization of radiance spectra to a band's center wavelength for source
spectral shape corrections, particularly for sources with spectral structure. Here we use VIIRS band M3 and the spec-
trun of a solar-illuminated diffuser to demonstrate those concerns. Figure 14 shows the in-band portion of the ASR for
VIIRS band M3, along with the solar diffuser spectrum over the same wavelength range. Both the diffuser and flat
spectra in Fig. 14b are normalized to unity at 486.4 nm, the center wavelength for the band. For most of Fig. 14b, the
normalized diffuser radiance ties well above the unity. This makes for a poor normalization to unity and a significant
offset in the derived value for FBND. When band-averaged over this wavelength range, the normalized solar diffuser
spectrum in Fig. 14b has a value of about 1.1 1. This type of effect is the reason that the weighting functions in Section 5
are normalized over the in-band response of each band and not to the center wavelength.

The band-averaged weighting factors (F BNU 's) for the four spectra in Fig. 13 and VIIRS bands Ml through M7 are
listed in Table 7. For the SIRCUS-based band responsivities, the FBNU values are unity for each band. To calculate the
SIRCUS-based band responsivity for band M I and the spectral shape of the solar diffuser, the responsivity from Table 1
(20.5566 DN W- ' m' sr µm) is multiplied by the appropriate FBNU in Table 7 (0.9920). This follows the process used to
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oulcokue the GD{CQ9-hou*J ,esponoivkiea weighted by the 8|8UO.9/Q spectrum in Table 6. The values for F,n, in
Table 7 are only as good as the A8Kw and the nvcmu|bod mdkmcc spectra used to oukukoe them. ]h*oo normalized
opcctmmr based oothe oombou| spectra in Fig. 13. As moh. the FoNn weighting factors and the ,esyouoiviticx calcu-
lated from them are only approximations to the actual values for NPP YJlK3 on orbit. However, they do pnovidu*:u-
000ub|e estimates for the spectral shape effects on NPP VIIRS measurements of Earth-exiting radiances.

Two of the Fawo values boToh\c7 differ from unity 6y two percent u,more. The first io the band-averaged weighting
factor for blue oceans for band MI. The ocean spectrum inPi& |3b has n peak near 4l0 run and falls 6y two-thirds ut
600 nut and byfou,'hfths 800 run. In this n:gion, the out-of-band contribution for the ocean is muub lcau than for the
flat spectrum (see Fig |5). }o this figure, the oot-uf-handresponse iu the red and near infrared combines with the rela-
tive excess ioradiance from the spectrally flat source u/ these wavelengths (see Fig. I5b),o give un increased band
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Figure 14. Band M3 ASR spectrum plus two normalized radiance spectra- spectrally flat and a diffuser illuminated by the Sun. The
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a) The ASR spectrum from Fig. 4a interpolated to 01 nm intervals.
b) Two radiance spectra nonmalized to unity at 486.4 nm, the band-average center wavelength for band M3. The diffuser radiance

spectrum, before normalization, comes from Fig. 13a. This technique has been replaced by normalization of the band-average of
the spectrum over the in-band response to provide Lsrr in Eq. 7.

Table 7. Band-average weighting factors (F BNO 's) for the VIIRS bands. The reference spectral shapes come from Fig. 9. The band-
average weighting factors from SIRCUS are unity. The band responsivities for these shapes are the products of the F BNO values
and the SIRCUS-based band res ponsivities from Table 1.

VIIRS Band FEND
Solar Diffuser Shape

dimensionless

FBND	 --
Blue Ocean Shape

(dimensionless)

-	 FBNO
Grassland Shape

(dimensionless)

FBNo
Desert Shape

(dimensionless)
Ml
M2

0.9920
_ 0.9977

0.9801
0.9949

1.0109
1.0015

1.0011
0.9996

M3 0.9955 0.9917 1.0077 0.9980
A14 0.9967 1.0039 1.0002 0.9966

M5 1.0005 1.0099 1.0400 0.9993
M6 1.0010 1.0074 0.9949 1.0001
M7 1,0010 1.0045 09992 1.0006

responsivity for this source. As a result, the FRND for the spectrally flat source is 2 % greater than for the ocean. The
second is the FRNI> for grasslands for band M5. The center wavelength for this band, 672 um, lies in the spectral valley
in Fig. 13c with increased radiance at both lower and higher wavelengths. Hence, there is the 4 % increase in FIND from
out-of-band response relative to a spectrally flat source. For VIIRS band M7 at 862 nm, the grassland and desert radi-
ances in Figs. 13c and 13d are approximately the same. For VIIRS band M5 at 672, those radiances in Figs. 13e and 13d
differ significantly. As a result, the M5 to M7 radiance ratio provides an excellent means of distinguishing between
grasslands and deserts. This use for band M5 outweighs the source spectral effect for the band when viewing grasslands
at 672 nm. However, the methodology presented here provides a means for reducing that effect in grassland measure-
ments.

As discussed above, the principal visible and near infrared measurements that VIIRS will provide on orbit are reflec-
tances. Each reflectance measurement includes a radiance measurement of the solar diffuser. For reflectance measure-
ments, the preferred source spectral shape for the VIIRS gains (band responsivities) will be that of the diffuser illumi-
nated by the Sun (Fig. l3a). The band-averaged weighting factors in Tables 4 and 7 provide a means of converting both
the NICST and the SIRCUS responsivities to those for the solar diffuser. However, the updated values from those two
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Figure 15. Effects vf source spectral shape vnVDxS band MI. These effects are calculated using Eq. S.
u) ASR spectrum from Fig. |h interpolated m0./umintervals.
b) Two normalized radiance spe c tra, one for a spectra l ly flat source and one for the blue ocean top-of-thc-atniosphere r1diance.
c) The products, ono wave |uogtb'hy`°u,clo`gto basis, v/ the spectra ioFigs. \5m and |5h.
d} The summations of the spectra ioFig. 15c. The sums m/noo inn give the band n^upvuvivkio, for the two spectra.

tables will require the actual sphere spectral shapes for the TVAC testing ofNPP VIiRS. For Earth-exiting radiances,
the tables will require updated values as well.

The specified uncertainty for reflectance measurements from V(lRS on orbit is 2 %. From Table 7, the difference in
the P,novalues for the solar diffuser and the ocean for band Ml is l.2%. inu like manner, the differences for the solar
diffuser and grasslands are |.V% and 4.0Y6 for bands h8l and ut5 ^ respectively. For these ounco ^ source spectral effects
-ifuvtpmperlyuccountodh/r may expand the uncertainty for the reflectance measurements outside of the 2 % limit
requirement.

0' CONCLUDING REMARKS

|u early 20!0,NPP9UKS measured radiances from aSlRC08 source after the delivery of the cnmp|mnd instrument m
the NPP spacecraft manufacturer's facility. The 3|RCU8 measurements were a special test o[u new sensor-level uo|i-
6,a/ivo approach, SlKCU8 provided a monochromatic oumxc of known mJixucc over u h,vud range of wavelengths
from an integrating sphere that overfilled the VIIRS entrance pupil. When combined with the outputs of the VIIRS seri-
sor while viewing the radiance source, u set nfabsolute spectral radiance responses was generated. The uuccnuimicm of
the 8|RCQS'honcd band ompnomivihoe are estimated ,nboOj%.



Before the special test, NPP VIlRS was calibrated at the instrument manufacturer's facility, The calibration by the
instrument manufactmer used a proven u6mqLIC that has been employed for decades. )o that calibration, the relative
spectral response ofYilKO was omveurod using a lamp-illuminated monochromum, as o moonc of light over uurnov/
wavelength nmgcx. T^ provide absolute radiance rmopuoxivities. the instrument also measured the radiance from u cali-
brated |omy'U6umimuedimcgra/iugopbo,e. The uncertainty budget for the instrument manufacturer's radiance calibra-
tion ia unknown to Asuresult, we use the 5 % uncertainty requirement from the ioounonmnpcciUcoziono ill its
place. Uncorrected for source spectral shape, comparisons showed differences between the two sets of band reopouoivi'
/iesmugiogMnm32.QY4to/buodMl k`4.5% for band M5.

The effect of source spectral shape caused by the souonr^n out-of-band response is x major contributor to the differ-
ences in the |ohn,amry ooli6o4k`no. When u correction for source spectral oUfeua is applied to the comparison of the
0lKC[78 endTVAC calibrations, the difference for band K8| is odoco6 from 32.8 % to 5,2 % and the differences from
the other bands are within the 5 % uncertainty requirement for the instrument. The coocodoum used here are only as
good uo the /\8Ko and the Sl8 spectrum used iu their calculation. The 3iS[i9,9.4] spectrum comes from measurements
nf the sphere used mcu|i6rmc NPP Vl|K8; hn",eper, it is not identical to the actual radiances used in that calibration.
Thus, the cnorudno is only an approximation to the real one. 86U, the results presented here no all of the
requirement to include the source spectral shape when comparing SIRCUS and vendor results.

The effect ofsource spectral shape caused hythe mcunor^o out-of-band response is also x major c"o/dbn|or N the on-
orbit pedbnooncr ufm99 V|1RS. On orbit, the instrument vvill not measure radiance spectra with the shape ofau inte-
grating sphere's output. Since NP p Y|lRS will prodvre/eO«ctauueo from its visible and near infrared bundo on orbit, the
reference spectral shape for the calibration of those bands should be that of a diffuser illuminated by the Sun. Measure-
ments of upwelling Earth radiances will be ratioed to radiances from the onboard diffuser to produce reflectances. The
uncertainty requirement for dmou roOoctuucca 6nmNP p \/DR8 is 2 %. Nominal TOA radiance spectra for oceans,
grasslands, deserts., and an onboard solar diffuser have been used to calculate weighting factors for the VI1KS visible and
near infrared bands. The weighting factors show source spectral shape differences of up to 4Y6 from the 8|RCUS cali-
bration. If the source spectral shape of the diffuser is used as a reference, the spectral effects are still as large as 4 % for
certain bands and Earth scenes. These estimated cdec/a are only as good xv the nominal TOArudiuucc epooua used to
calculate them. However, for these cases .. source spectral effects may expand the uncertainty for the VIIRS reflectances
Outside of the 2% limit io the instrument's requirements.

For future iusuonemx with SlBCUS-basedco1ibo,uioua in the laboratory, source spectral effects oil may be sig-
nificantly greater than the 0.5 % uncertainty for the laboratory calibration. As shown for NP y Vl|KS, these effects are
caused hysignificant roopnnaoo io the bands away from the central response peaks, that is, by out-of-band responses,
The solution for the effects of source spectra is strict limiting of the out-of-band response in the instrument. However, it
is pnaoi6]u to use no*,6J meooroemeu/m from the vc| of instrument bmzJo to calculate, and correct 6`c the zrxidoa|
effects vf source spectral shape dependence (see chapter 2o{ref. l0 and section 5 of ref. 0). Such u technique provides
the potential for u mououzomcut-by-me^xu000cm correction, uubu, than u limited set of corrections based on nominal
spectra.
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